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Dance
Club opens in
the 'Boro

loses to
Furman 0-3

The X-treme Dance Club
offers after hours excitement
in an alcohol-free
environment. Find out more

GSU men's soccer loses to
SoCon number one ranked
Furman and will host their
Senior Day game against
UNC-Asheville this Saturday.
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A closer look at the GSU Planetarium
By Amanda Permenter

Staff Writer

t

Everyone has gazed up
at a summer night sky and
marveled at the countless
array of stars. Perhaps just
asmany of us have enjoyed
the bright fullness of a frosty
autumn moon. And, no one
can deny harboring a silent
appreciation
While
watching a vibrant, colorful
sunrise or sunset.
All of these are preludes
to Astronomy, the science
of the celestial bodies. And
right here on our campus
we have access to a
planetarium that unlocks
some of the mysteries of
the sky.
Dr. Benjamin Zellner is a
professor of Physics, an Astronomer, anH director of
the GSU Planetarium, which
is located in the Math/
Physics/Psychology
building. He hastaught here
for seven years and also
taught and researched at
University of Arizona. Among
many other astronomical
achievements, Dr. Zellner
spent nine years working
with the Hubble Space Telescope and has been part of
some
groundbreaking
discoveries in Astronomy.
Despite all this, he considers
teaching 500 students per
year here at GSU his greatest
accomplishment.
Dr. Zellner would like to
see an expansion of the
Astronomy department.
"Valdosta State puts 300
students through their program in a year with five
astronomers," he explains.
"Here, we put through 500
with two astronomers."
Astronomy classes here
have night labs, during
which students view the
actual night sky and work
hands-on with viewing
equipment. "Not many
places have that," Dr.

Zellner
pointed
out.
Astronomy students with internships learn to operate the
planetarium and assist with
presentations.
Dr. Zellner's assistant,
Becky Lowder, presents
Planetarium shows to around
6000 people a year, with ages
ranging from pre-K to adult.
She is a volunteer Solar System Ambassador for Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, California. Shows
are broken up into age and
grade level presentations. Ail
shows include a live
planetarium star show, and if
conditions are clear, groups
are taken outside to safely view
sunspots.
Pre-K and first graders see a
"Space Songs" show in which
Lowder uses stuffed animals
and models to captivate the
children's attention. Second
graders through adults can
experience "The Explorers."
This show demonstrates how
early explorers used the stars
to navigate, and includes an
interactive "trip" from Tahiti to
Hawaii.
6th graders through adults
can enjoy the informative show
entitled "Hubble Space
Telescope: Ten Years of
Discovery." This one explores
the images and discoveries the
Hubble Telescope has produced over the past ten years.
In this same age division is
"Stardate: Ancient Horizons."
The audience views the sky as
the Ancient Egyptians* did and
learns stories and Astronomy
from the other side of the world
during ancient times.
In breaking news, next
semester's show schedule will
include "Explorers of the Mauna
Kea," a large volcano in Hawaii.
This includes views from telescopes on Mauna Kea and an
interactive activity that demonstrates how telescopes use
mirrors to magnify. The GSU
Planetarium has recently de-

veloped an interesting accommodation for the hearing impaired. Glow-in-the-dark
gloves are available for an
interpreter to wear while
signing so everyone can get
the verbal information out of
each show.
There are two more public
shows scheduled for this
semester that everyone is
welcome to attend;4BM
7:30p.m. on November 3rd, Dr.
Clayon Heller, Physics
Professor and Astronomer will
present "Structure of the
Universe." If the sky is clear
after the show, there will be
telescopic viewing of the
Moon, Jupiter, and Saturn. At
7:30 p.m. on December 2nd,
there will be a star show of
the current night sky,
celebrating the constellations
planets, meteors, and other
objects visible during the
holiday season. This will
include a presentation of how
to safely view the partial solar
eclipse that will occur on
Christmas Day this year.
If these events sound intriguing, the Statesboro
Astronomy Club might be of
interest to you. The Astronomy
Club accepts people of all
ages
and
welcomes
beginners. There are no fees
or membership dues and members need not own a
telescope. The club holds
monthly meetings, usually at
the Planetariumf and has observation sessions of meteor
showers and other celestial
events. Join by visiting
www.geocities.com/
CapeCana veral/6985 and sign
the Listbot E-mail list, or
simply attend a meeting and
sign up there.
For more information or to
schedule a show for a group,
call the GSU Physics department at 681-5292. The Planetarium web address is
www2.gasou.edu/physics/
planetariumpagel .html.
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Laura Cox

Special Photo
Special Photo

SPORTS 6

A View from ABOVE: The GSU Planetarium is a center dedicated to teaching people of
all ages about astronomy. Don't miss out on any newly scheduled events this semester.
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TOP 10 BOOKS
1. MERRICK (VAMPIRE CHRONICLES)-

6. WHO MOVED MY CHEESE?- SPENCER

ANNE RICE

JOHNSON

D. CORNWELL

2. "American
Beauty"

4. "The Patriot"

3. JOE DIMAGGIO-

8. THE BEATLES ANTHOLOGY-

RICHARD BEN CRAMER

THE BEATLES

special Photo

5. "Toy Story" &

This week, "Gladiator"
comes out on top for the
Top Ten DVDs.

"TOV StOry 2"( 2
Park)
'

6. "Toy Story" &

Special Photo

4. DROWNING RUTH- CHRISTINA

9. COMMUNION WITH GOD- NEALE D.

SCHWARZ

WALSCH

10. BODY FOR LIFE- BILL PHILLIPS

Airplane i
The Skulls"
"U-571

"Pitch Black"

i)

Eagle Entertainment would like to thank GSU
for all of your support throughout Homecoming.
Special thanks to:
Eagle Entertainment Team Leaders & Volunteers
The Russell Union • The Office of Student Programs
Campus Recreation & Intramurals • Career Services
Office ofAlumni Relations • Equipment Transport Services
Athletic Department • Public Safety • Event Judges
2000 Paint the Town Winners
Sponsored by Office ofAlumni Relations
The Greek Category
1" Place - Delta Tau Delta • Western Sizzlin
2"" Place - Zeta Tau Alpha - Hanner
3" Place - Kappa Kappa Gamma - Waffle House
The Independent Category
1a Place - Hillel - Landrum #1
a
2" Place - Residence Hall Action Team • Ramada
3a Place - Student Council for Exceptional
Children - Landrum #4
Heroes of 2000 Winners
2000 Parade Double Float Entry
V Place - Construction Guild
2" Place - Kappa Kappa Gamma & Sigma Pi
3" Place-Zeta Tau Alpha
2000 Eagle Olympics Winners
1" Place - United Caribbean Association
2^Race-ROTC
3™ Place • Tau Kappa Epsilon
2000 Parade Single Float Entry
V Place -Phi Delta Theta
2" Place - Hendricks Hall
3" Place - Wesley Foundation

j>

This Week's
Weather
Today

Mostly cloudy
with a high of
78 and a low
of 58.

2000 Banner Contest Winners
1° Place-Hendricks Hall
2"Place-ROTC
3" Place - Baptist Student Union
2000 Parade Krazy Kar Entry
1B Place-Veazey Hall
2" Place - Hendricks Hall
3" Place - Watson Hall

Saturday

2000 Doo-Dah Competition
1" Place-Alpha Omicron Pi
2'" Place -Zeta Tau Alpha
3" Place - Phi Mu

Partly cloudy
with a high of
83 and a low
of 60.

2000 Stepshow Competition
V Place -Phi Beta Sigma
2" Place - Essence
3" Place -Zeta Phi Beta
• 2000 Student Organization Spirit Awarct-ROTC.
• 2000 Residence hall spirit trophy—Watson Hall.
• 2000 Panhellenic spirit trophy—Alpha Omicron Pi.
• 2000 Interfratemity spirit trophy—Phi Delta Theta.
• 2000 All-spirit trophy—Zeta Tau Alpha.

Sunday

Partly cloudy
with a high of
83 and a low
of 58.

The winner of the 6th annual
Departmental Door Display is
The Department of Materials Management
and Human Resources.

* * CONGRATULATIONS * *
S<3A Program of the Month
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

lambda Kappa Chapter
Charity 3aeket Auction
— and —

Are You Too
Deep (n Debt?

8. "Maroon"- Barenaked Ladies

4. "Breach"- The Wallflowers

9. "No Angel"- Dido

5. "Sailing to Phildelphia"- Mark Knopfler

1C . "Red Dirt Girl"- Emmylou Harris

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Things To Do at GSU

• ATTENTION: Marilyn Kalb, GSU
senior administrative secretary of athletics,
has found a wristwatch in the vicinity of
Hanner Fieldhouse. If you feel it may be
your watch, please contact her at 681-5047.

Ongoing

• Free Tutoring in several subjects:
English, history, sociology and psychology,
all maths, chemistry, biology, and college
reading/study skills. Each subject has
different hours of operation. Call 681-0321
for more information.
• The Christian Faculty/Staff meets
every Monday at noon in the Russell Union
Room 2044.
•The Black Student Alliance meet s
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. For more
information, call Jerald Carter at 681-5458.
•The Black Student Leader's
Roundtable will meet every Tuesday at 6
p.m. in Russel Union Room 2047. Open to
all.
• The NAACP meets every Monday at
6 p.m. in the Russell Union Room 2048.
• BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
401 Chandler Rd. across from Johnson Hall
and Watson Hall. BSU also has lunch every
Wednesday from 12 to 1 p.m. Everyone is
invited. For more information, contact the
BSU at 681-2241. .
• GSU Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity meets every Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. in the Russell Union Room 2044.
• The Young Democrats of Georgia
Southern will hold meetings every
Thursday night at 6 p.m. in the Russell
Union. Call Zach Rushing at 871-7701 for
more information, or email him at

U-SAVE

zachrushing@mail.com for more details.
• The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) meets the
first and third Tuesday of every month at 12
p.m. in the Technology Building Room
1116.
• The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers meets the first and
third Tuesday of every month at 5 p.m. in
the Technology Building Room 2117.
• The GLBT Resource Center is
offering a support group for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender students, faculty,
and staff. Meetings will be on Thursday
nights from 5 - 6:30 p.m. in Russell Union
room 2072. Contact the GLBT Resource
Center at 681-5409 for more information.

October 20-21

• The Department of History will
sponsor "The Conference on Global
Currents in Southern History." For more
info please contact Vicki A. Smith-Davis at
681-0405.

October 21

• The Spanish Club will hold a car
wash at Arby's beginning at 10 a.m.

October 23

• The Academic Resource Center will
present academic success workshops:
"Preparation for the Reading CPE" by
DeLoach at 10 a.m. in Library room 1042,
"Preparation for the Regents' Exam" by
Tuggle at 2 p.m. in Forest room 1231,
" How to Study History Effectively" by
Downs at 11 a.m. in Forest room 1218.

the "Mighty Esoteric" poetry and selected
readings at 7 p.m. in the Student Union.
Check with daily listing sheet in the Union
for room number.

October 27

• The Center for Latino Outreach
and Research Services will be hosting a
Halloween party for Hispanic children at
Sparkleberry Farm from 2:30-5 p.m. Please
call Dr. Debra Sabia at 681-5725 for any
questions.
• New Student & Parent Programs,
Eagle Athletics, and the GSU Foundation
will sponsor GSU Family Weekend.
Several packages are available including
game tickets and a pre-game barbeque.
Please call 871-1987 for more info.
• The Deparment of Communication
Arts will hold its Annual Distinguished
Alumni Lecture at 7 p.m. in Russell Union
room 2080. A reception will follow ar
Archibald's Annex.

October 31

• Beta Beta Beta will sponsor a blood
drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. behind the
Russell Union.
• The GSU Musuem will hold a handson workshop that will allow participants to
make (and take home) three different kinds
of mask from 1-3 p.m. Appropriate for
school-age children. Call 681-0147 to
register (space is limited to 30 participants).

November 3

• GSU Student Nurses will sponsor a
blood drive from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. behind
the Russell Union.

• The GSU planetarium will present a
star show of the current night sky and
current space missions. Telescopic viewing
of the Moon, Jupiter and Saturn outdoors, if
clear, following the presentation. The
Statesboro Astronomy Club will meet
following the presentation/observing. For
more info, contact the Physics Dept. at 6815292.
• The Spanish Club will hold a car
wash at Arby's beginning at 10 a.m.

• GSU Department of Writing and
Linguistics, the Campus Life Enrichment
Committee, and Cover to Cover
Bookstore present Jill McCorkle. The
critically-acclaimed novelist and short story
writer will give a reading at 7 p.m. in the
Foy Recital Hall. Open to public and free
of charge.
•The Black Student Alliance will host

• The GSU planetarium will present a
star show of the constellations, planets,
meteors and other sky objects visible during
the holiday season. A partial solar eclipse
will occur on Christmas Day and
instruction will be given on how to safely
view it. The Statesboro Astronomy club
will meet before the presentation. For more
info, contact the Physics Dept. at 681-5292.

October 24-25

• The Academic Resource Center will
present a Regents' Essay Review on the
24th at 2 p.m. in Library room 1042 and on
the 25th at 3 p.m. in the Library room 1042.

October 24

October 26

December 2

Greek Street Trick or Treat

BUDGET YOUR BILLS — TAKE A STEP IN THE DIRECTION OF CCCS.
REDIT
OUNSELING

3. "Kid A"- Radiohead

PHA IFC MPHC

We may reduce your monthly minimum
payment to nearly 50%. CCCS can set up a
program to budget your bills into one
monthly payment. With CCCS you can pay off
your debt in a fraction of the time you normally could

i
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7. "Music"- Madonna

Get Out of
this Town!

Chandra Woode

frc
mONSUMER

t I
i
■ I

th

489-2227
1-800-821-4040
30 E. MAIN ST.
3RD FLOOR
OF CITY HALL
STATESBORO

24 hr./ 7 day phone counseling. • Evening Appointments Available in Savannah • A Non-Profit Organization

Monday October 30, 2000
6:00 pm to 7:00 pin
Greek How

X

,j
6. "You're the One' - Paul Simon

2. "All That You Can't Leave Behind"- U2

WToimML,

SGA Senator of the Month

FREE
DEBT
COUNSELING

1. "Chocolate Starfish and the Hotdog
Flavored Water"- Limp Bizkit

"The Patriot"
"Center Stage

10. "Pitch Black"

TOP 10 MUSIC ALBUMS

"Better Living
Through
Circuitry"

"Sin: The Motion
Picture"

9. "U-571 "Collector's Edition

Special Photo

NEW RELEASE DVDs
American
Beauty"

8. "The Perfect
Storm"

The sequel to the 1996 smash was obviously a hit in the box office, dominating
the theaters for quite some time over the summer. Mission Impossible 2 was
without a doubt less confusing than the first, with just as much action. It was
classic John Woo direction, with battles in air, on water, and on land. The slowmotion scenes may at times be a little irritating with their frequency, but if you
didn't catch the movie in theaters, it is definately worth the three bucks to rent
it now.

JENKINS

"Airplane

7. "Mission
Impossible 2"
see review below

3. "X-Man"

O'REILLY

5. THE MARK- TIM LAHAYE, JERRY

"Toy Story 2" (The
Ultimate Toy Box)

1. "Gladiator

7. THE O'REILLY FACTOR- BILL

2. THE LAST PRECINCTPATRICIA

TOP 10 DVDs

♦I*
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ONLY IN AMERICA...
Wingham. The dogs had gotten out
ofcontrolandhad taken over Fish's
bed.
A neighbor of Fish called
Wingham about a pack of dogs running loose in the area. Wingham
stopped at a nearby residence to
ask for directions and was told the
problem was at Fish's trailer home.
When Wingham stopped there,
about 50 or 60 dogs came out and
wouldn't let him near the trailer.
Eventually he returned with Madison Animal Control officer Tom
Boggs and Scott County Animal
Control officer Keith Napier. They
spent several days catching as many
of the dogs as possible. They also
persuaded Fish to leave the trailer.
"There was dog waste matter
piled knee deep in places inside,"
said Wingham. "There were holes
in the floor where the dogs ran in
and out."
Wingham said he thinks people
dropped off unwanted dogs and
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Good Samaritan
goes bad
MISSOULA - A Missoula man
was, being held Monday on $10,000
bond for giving a ride to a man whose
truck had broken down on the highway and then allegedly going back
and stealing the man's hunting gear.
Michael Harry Hamblin was
charged with felony theft.
Greg Houska was coming back
irom a hunting trip Sunday evening
when the truck he was driving broke
down on Montana 200 east of
Missoula.
Authorities said Hamblin stopped
and gave Houska a ride to the Town
Pump Travel Plaza in Bonner.
"He's sort of the good Samaritan,
stopping by to lend a hand," Missoula
County sheriffs Detective Mike
Dominick said Monday.
Houska called the truck's owner,
Tim Guay, but when the two men
reached the truck they found a win-

dow broken and Houska's hunting equipment gone, he said.
As the men worked to get the truck
started, sheriffs Deputy Heath Hanson
stopped. Houska related his story and
described the man who'd helped him
earlier in the evening. He also described
the man's car.
A short ti me later, Hanson saw the car
in the parking lot of a nearby bar.
"He saw the good Samaritan guy in
the bar and he also saw all the stolen stuff
in the guy's car," Dominick said.
Hanson talked to Hamblin, who admitted that he'd helped Houska earlier in
the evening. Hamblin was arrested and
later admitted that he'd broken into the
car, Dominick said. Hamblin's car was
seized and searched Monday.
Deputy Missoula County Attorney
DaleMrkich said officers foundHouska' s
stolen hunting gear, as well as some pawn
slips. Mrkich said officers are investigating the possibility that Hamblin may have
been stealing and pawning other items.
Justice of the Peace Karen Orzech
agreed with Mrkich's requestforS 10,000,
in part because Hamblin has other felony
convictions.

e

Indiana

Officials find 150
dogs living with
elderly woman

PAYNESVILLE - A woman
whose home had been "taken over"
by about 150 stray dogs is now
living with her son and his wife in
Lawrenceburg.
Mary Fish of Paynesville was
sharing her trailer home and the lot
around it with 140 to 150 dogs,
according to Jefferson County Animal Control Officer Danny

U-SAVE
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Time for
a Roadtrip

puppies in the area, and that several
reproduced. It also appeared that
the abundance of dog food lured
dogs from other parts of the neighborhood.
Most of the dogs had to be destroyed because they were diseased.

Oregon
Baby born in car on

the way to the
hospital

BEND - Adrienne and David
Banks tried to make it to the hospital for the birth of their second
child, but John Edward Banks
couldn't wait.
On Sunday, the 6-pound, 7ounce boy was born two weeks
early, on the shoulder of Highway
126 between Sisters and Bend.
"I had a big contraction in the
driveway, and David called for a
sheriffs escort and we headed for

Bend," said Adrienne Banks, of
Sisters.
"But after a few miles and
four more contractions, I
screamed to David 'Pull Over!
Pull over!' and out came John
Edward."
The situation was scary, she
said, since she would have preferred the security of giving
birth in a hospital.
Sheriff's deputies and ambulance arrived on the scene
about five minutes later, but
there was nothing for them to
do, said Mike King, Bend fire
department captain.
Banks and her baby were
taken to St. Charles Medical
Center, where they were recovering.
"It was quite an experience,
and I think David is kind of
proud of himself for handling
things the way he did," she said.
"He is one happy Dad today."

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE STUDY OF GCflRC?
WHAT DO NATIONAL EPICS HAVE IN COMMON
WHAT REALLY GETS MIST IN TRANSLATION?
HOW IS LITERATURE CONNECTED TO OTHER ARTS?
WHAT CAN STUDYING GREEK DRAMA TEACH ME ABOUT HOMOP fLKKS?
WHAT THE HECK IS IJIZQM/I AND IS IT JUST JARGON?

WHAT IS

FOR<>

HOW CAN LITERATURE BE A TRANSCULTURAL EXPERIENCE?

If you've asked yourself these or similar questions, check
out the Interdisciplinary Minor in Comparative Literature.
Take the first step and register for
Comparative Literature 2531 — Crossing Borders
MWF • 10:00-10:50 • Forest Drive, Room 1217
Introductory Course • Spring 2001
Questions? Contact Dr. Michael McGrath
681-0115 • mmcgrath@gasou.edu • 1346 Forest Bldg. • Visit www.litphil.gasou.edu

THIRD ANNUAL
SAVANNAH Fll M

AND VIDEO FESTIVAL

♦ l f i | §i a§| OCTOBER 29llil^Ai J NOVEMBER 4, 2000
Lecture by Bronwen Hughes, director of
Forces of Nature

Lecture by members of Aardman Animations,
the production team from the hit film Chicken Run.

Savannah College of Art and Design

AmericanAJriines
American^*
> i* » © * » '•
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\New dance club has 'X-Treme'atmosphere Big Radio Lover's rock the 'Shroom
By Madelyn Pavon

By Jessica Garcia

Staff Writer

| Staff Writer

Holding its grand opening last night,
Statesboro's newest and most unique
Jance club, X-treme, offered much more
Jian a place, to dance.
Coming all the way from South
Tim Prizer
Beach, Miami, X-treme offers an
?niightening "after hours" experience, 'OUT OF THIS WORLD': 'X-treme' is a visionary new dance
ss the club is only open from midnight club with no tolerance for alcohol, drugs, or violence.
Until 5 a.m. With 125-145 beats per
minute, Trance music will be the only another feeling we want people to feel- couches as well as an array of beanbag
type of music played in the club, and this safe while having a great time," Gonzalez chairs to plop down in. In case all the nonalcoholic beverages get to you, rest
unfamiliar style will surely get crowds on added.
assured, there are "out of this world"
In
addition
to
having
security
on
duty,
their feet and onto X-treme's "Hi-NRG"
restrooms which are both clean and
the
environment
of
X-treme
itself
helps
to
dance floor.
Originating in Europe, Trance promoteapeaceMrughtof'natural highs" spacious. Simply follow the moon and
conveys an uplifting and optimistic from having a great time dancing to just star painted walls down a small corridor
feeling. In fact, the owners of X-treme, chilling on plush velvet couches that line behind the "chill" area.
Future plans include a clothing store
Dennis Phillips and Javier Gonzalez, the spacious dance floor. With laser, strobe,
enthusiastically believe that Trance "has and black lighting, dancers and "chillers" where you will be able to buy club apparel,
and also a pizzeria.
the ability to change people and move the alike will be cast under X-treme's spell.
Trying to incorporate "everything
Upon entering X-treme, strobe lights
soul." It is one oftheir greatest desires that
this club will offer unity and a safe haven and silver curtains welcome you while clubs have to offer" is a challenging task
of comfort, particularly for students who you wait in line to pay the ten-dollar for Phillips and Gonzalez, especially in
are more accustomed to this European admission fee. Once hitting the vast the 'Boro with suspicious locals
form of club like foreign exchange dance floor, giant butterflies and wondering what a club open so late at
dragonflies swoop overhead while three- night is "up to," despite it's no alcohol,
students.
"Our main goal is to create an dimensional stars, moons, and other violence, and drug policy. For the most
environment that is so phenomenal that celestial shapes project rays of multi- part, however, Statesboro authorities have
students will realize that they don't need colored light and patterns onto the been very supportive of X-treme and its
intentions.
alcohol or drugs to have a good time," surrounding black walls.
Withtheowners' passionforthemusic,
Huge fans blastcool air into the sweaty
Phillips said.
That's right; you will not find wet T- crowd of dancers from the DJ stand. and their dream to make their club the
shirt contests, nor will you see masses of Located at the far end of the dance floor, hottest spot around, it appears X-treme is
intoxicated dancers trying with all their the DJ stand is on the same level as the ontheroadtosuccessTt'sunity-promoting
might to stand up without assistance, or dancers in an effort to present the DJ as a atmosphere and "Hi-NRG" Trance music
fights among intoxicated, aggressive member ofthe crowd and make for greater prove to be the most positive and unique
experience offered in the 'Boro.
crowds. In addition to warning signs interaction with the dancers.
The club will be open to curious cats
Surprise events and even costumes
posted alloverX-treme, there will be both
regular and undercover security at all play into the night's entertainment eighteen and over on Thursday and
hours of operation to ensure a violence, provided by the staff as well as a mini- Saturday nights from 12-5 a.m. Teens
drug, and alcohol-free environment. If store to buy "cosmic items." Items range under eighteen will have a night to call
you show up intoxicated, you will be fromneon,glow-in-the-darktonguerings their own soon, as Gonzalez and Phillips
denied entry and told to go home, sober (real and fake), to other glowing items plan a 'Teen Night" from 8-11 p.m. before
the after hours begin.
that light up the dark venue.
up first, then come back later.
X-treme is located downtown, one
Behind the dance floor is another
"We want ladies to feel like they can
dance freely without drunk guys hanging section appropriately called the "chill" block west of the courthouse, across from
area where thirsts will be quenched and the Statesboro Herald. It is on the comer of
all over them," Phillips stated.
'These types of clubs in Miami have wallets not drained by Coke products, Proctor and North Walnut St., near Bill's
never had outbreaks of violent or Gatorade, and water ranging from $1 to Dollar Store. For more information, call
aggressive behavior either, which is $2 maximum. This area contains more 764-9483.
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Until You Come
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The college music scene has
become the stuff of legends. Remember
the late 70's and early 80's Athens
music scene when REM and the B52's ruled, and then broke out into the
mainstream outofnowhere'?They have
become what all bands aim to be:
immortal. They have transcended their
time and place to a time with no measure
and a place with no address. This,
ladies and gentlemen, is the stuff
legends are made of. Are not the
anthems of Rock-n-Roll to party and
stay young forever? College scene
bands are the epitome of music eternity.
Big Radio Lover's, who played at
Mellow Mushroom on Wednesday
night, show the promise to become the
stuff of college music scene legends.
They already have the necessary
ingredients for a successful rock band.
The band has a baby-faced lead
singer who croons grown-up lyrics.
Sometimes I had to look at him to make
sure he was singing, and not some
imposter hidden out of sight. When he
sings love songs, love pours over the
microphone, and you feel pain in his
words.
The guitar, covered by stickers like
those of Betty Boop, reached notes that
danced with the stars. The melancholy
sounds of the bass guitar tremble with
deep emotions, and the drams offer
this band's music an array of sounds.
Big Radio Lover's sounds range
from the classic head banging of hard
rock to smooth and mellowjazz, which
manages to resonate throughout most
of the music. The band mixes the
various sounds of rock with expertise,
presenting its audience with a fresh
sound all their own.
The band seems to have
established their own comfort level,
like professionals who have been
playing live for many years. In fact,
they seems to have mastered the entire
art ofrock-n-roll. Their clothes don't
match, opting instead for a myriad

1
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Special Photo

A BAND WITH AN IMAGE: This Macon-based rock band has
what it takes to be legends starting on the local college scene.
collection of styles, but really coming across as a group of musicians
who totally understand the current
principle of "image." Meaning, if a
band wants to be cool they should
never try to be cool. They treat the
audience as if they are not even there,
and you can't help but to be reminded
of a much more famous band,
although the exact group will escape
you.

Big Radio Lover's already has an
decent following of groupies. I met
three men who came from Warner
Robbins to hear the band play. They
are proud to say they are groupies of
Big Radio Lover's, and are very quick
to tell you how great they think this
band is.
If you were there to catch this
eclectic band, I'm sure you
understand why.
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We don't ran specials or nut our piercings on sale. For the nest quality
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9.

Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick

• Adult Novelties

• Sterling Silver Jewelry
• Smoking Accessories

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black lights
Zippo Lighters
Fish Nets

13 University Plaza

871-4054

DO GOOD. MBN10Z t\ CHILD. CM /-877-K A MSN10Z:
To be a mentor you don't have to be perfect. You just have to be yourself which, by the way. is pretty good.

Save the Children*

WKB Or SUPPORT FOR V.f. CHtlDRCNn
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Classifieds, etc

Today's Quote
"Living on the road, my friend, was
going to make you free and clean, now
you wear your skin like iron and your
breath's as hard as kerosene"

A

-- Townes Van Zandt
Friday, October 20, 2000

Crossword3
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ACROSS
Theater-sign letters
Designer
Claiborne
Mr. Baba
Watch pocket
Share in
Unlikely main
character
Finger pointer
That's out of the
question!
Draws closer
Unwrap
Clinches
Snacks
Observant
Scram!
Long period
Use indigo
For one
Fanatic
House on the
market
Fencing sword
Barely detectable
amount
Depraved
Wise man
Deity
Telescope
element
Even one
Tattered cloth
Vicinity
Latin American
dance
Bundlers
Iridescent gem
Stadium top
Plains tribe
Cape on the Bay
of Biscay
Cut and pasted
Hits the trail
Young or Hawkins
Snaky turns
"Nova" network
McBain and
McMahon
Pitcher's stat

DOWN
1 Hands-breadth
2 Try to outrun
3 Puget Sound
whale
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4 Rodeo rope
5 Eisenhower's
nickname
6 Attack time
7 Archer and
Bancroft
8 Crazy bird?
9 Abbr. for a
business
10 Yard border
11 Sequence
12 Push upward
14 Reverse a
situation
16 Legendary
Ethiopian
21 Five-pointed star
24 Lookout
25 Nautical affirmative
26 Espied
27 Headland
28 High cards
30 Silt remover
34 Declare

35 Queue

36 Hostess Maxwell
39 Fuse together

ALL FREE

student and faculty ads to be run in the
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be
rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student
newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Student
Media
Committee,
the
administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The GeorgeAnne is published three times weekly during
the academic year and five times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may also send electronic
messages to the newspaper staff by visiting
our web site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023,
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/6815246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)
or 912/486-7113 (Fax)
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to
refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended
publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: Brooks Clements,
Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418;
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CONGRATULATIONS ON Phi Mu, Kelso"
and Mandy! Lauren - Golden girls are on!
Thanks for being peachy rommates! With
Love , Krisabelle.

ANNUAL TENT event to be held October
24th. Cost $5.00 (donation) per participant.
For more information call 871-1435.

40 Autos for Sale
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54 Amateurish
painting
56 Highest point
57 Tdothed device
58 Author Ferber
60 Republicans
62 Escape vehicle

or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort
to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the advertiser
is responsible for proofing the ad upon
publication and should notify the newspaper
immediately in the event of an error. The
newspaper is not responsible for any errors
in advertisements and its liability for
adjustments is limited to the amount of
space the error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible for any
damages caused due to an ad's omission
from a particular edition and its responsibility
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next
regular edition at the regular advertising
rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be noncommercial in nature and submitted in
writing, with the name of the sender, local
address, and phone number. No free ads
taken via telephone - at this price we
don't take dictation. One free ad per
person per week. Commercial classified are
20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per
insertion.
CIRCULATION
INFORMATION:
Subscription rates for home delivery of The
George-Anne are $35 per semester, or $60
per year, delivered by third class mail.
Please address all inquiries to Courtney
Williams, Business Manager. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the
Georgia Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or
acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies
from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors
will seek to have any person(s) who
removes more than the authorized number
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them All" - from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob
and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

Brain Lint

DITHERED T¥?TS **,,*,

FOR SALE 1989 4-door Honda Accord. 5speed cruise control. $1500 obo. Call 4891932 after 2pm or leave message.
FOR SALE 1996 Haundai Accent. $1750
obo, and take over payment. Call 681-2886
for more information.
FOR SALE 1993 Saturn. $4000. Call 8717669 leave message.

90 Education
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun.
On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/
funstuff/

120 Furniture &
Appliances

FOR SALE loveseat/sofabed for $20 and
four-drawer dresser for $40 obo. Call Eric
or Jennifer at 681-9552.

140 Help Wanted

RMS
SKuity
OF

JAMES
DEAN-ISH
HAIRCUT.

STUBBLE.

SHADES.

SMOKES.

By
WILLIAM
MORTON
©MCMXCIX

COOL
LONER
Gongfarmers

SPORTS WRITERS WANTED All sports,
health and fittness issues and events for the
physically challenged. Target audience
ages 14-24. TO bepublished on the internet,
digital photos preferred, not required. $15
for articles of 200-300 words if accepted.
Reference number required on a(l
submissions to :articles@ islandoaks.com.

160 Miscellaneous for
Sale
TOOLBOX FOR fullsize stepside truck with
CB and Bike mounts. Ask for Jason, $125.
KEGERATOR FOR sale. Have beer on tap
at all times. Asking $255. Good condition.
Call Derek at 681-6491.

:.V.

SEGA DREAMCAST plus extra control,
vmu card, two games (NFL2K and Striker
Pro 2000). All cables included. $200 call
764-281 and ask for Alex.

I • 9,

SB

180 Musical
BASS GUITAR amp for sale. Rogue 50
watts RMS lots features. Excellent
condition. $200 obo. Call 688-3112 ask for
Brian.

190 Personal
I miss my little sister! Enjoy your last year
at college. The real world is tough. I miss
all my ADPi sisters too. Pi love and mine,
Lyndsey Ham

PAUL

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

so Amm<f, THIS is m THIW> YEAR OF SCHOOL, OR IS n m
FOURTH* Mm, I COWT EVEN KNOW/ ANVHOO, I THINK THIS IS
-„ &OHNA BE THE YEAR I fWAM SET SOME
\ WORK DONE, m COUNSELOR KEEPS SAVING
f
> ■ 'VOtfRE NOT &ONNA 6RA0UATE AT THIS RATE."
, Am I'M AU, -mUX, MAN. t'U, SET THE CRENT
»♦]1 JUST AS SOON AS ( SET SOME Of THOSE
DEGREES/* ANO HE KEEPS
SAWS, "THAT'S NOT HOW
H WORKS/" AN£> I'M AU,
"WELt, MAKE IT WORK,
THAT'S WW VOU MAKE
THE BIS MONE¥/I TWNK HE'S
TAUKIN6 TO VCKi.

195 Personal
Electronics
FOR SALE one Sega Dreamcast, Two
controllers, one memory card and N.F.L.2K.
$150 call Brent at 871-3352 or 852-9367
(after 6:00p.m.)
FOR SALE on 10' kicker comp sub and
Orion 300 watt amp. $300 obo call Chris at
688-3112.

220 Rentals & Real
Estate
STUDENT TRANSFERING needs
someone to take over lease at Stadium
Walk starting Jan. 1. 2br 1 ba $465/month.
also have furniture for sale. Please call 681 2466.
LOOKING FOR one bedroom one bath
apartment for spring semester. Rent $350
and below. Please call Teresa at 688-2620.
No roomates please.
AVAILABLE TO sub-lease January 1st
2000. Spacious 1 bedroom apartment, 1
full bath, washer and dryer. Water included
only 4-month lease! S350 per month.
Please call 681-9622 leave message.

COMPLETELY FURNISHED!
Pets
welcomed. 2f's needed to share double
wide 20 minutes from Statesboro. $200 +
1/3 utilities per month. Call for more details.
865-2222.

*f i

Skully

BEAUTIFUL DAYBED with mattress. Only
slept on twice. Paid $350, selling for $175!!!!
If interested, call 865-5099.

ONE BEDROOM in Park Place available.
No deposit! $200/month + 1/2 utilities.
Washer/Dryer. Available during the 20002001 school year. Personal bathroom fully
furnished 871-6208.

230 Roommates
FEMALE ROOMATE needed 4BR Apt.
Players Club. January-August or thru May.
$260 first then $210/month. Call 681-9222
RESPONSIBLE w-male roommate needed
to sublease a 2br/2bth Campus Courtyard
apartment for $320/month. Please call
Bryan at 531-4272.

$ttwm,y
eviitvsoov WANTS
¥©UR
ATTENTION/

A CHANSE AN&
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doublewide 5 minutes from school. Rent is
$225 water & lot, 1/3 of the bills. Must be
clean. 871-5348
COMPLETELY FURNISHED!
Pets
welcomed. 2F's needed to share double
wide 20 minutes from Statesboro. $200 +
1/3 utilities a month. Call for more details.
865-2222.

details. Ask for Justin.
TOO LAZY to clean? I will do it for you. All
supplies provided. $8/hr. Call 871-6236.
NEED A paper typed? I will get it done in
no time. MLA format only. $3/page. Call
871-6236.

290 Travel

240 Services
NEED HANDWRITTEN papers, notes or
anything else typed? Call 871-6661 for

that are both educational and fun. On-line

at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/
funstuff/

310 Wanted
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for Holiday
Helper Tree. Begins October 23rd. Call
681-5443 or 871 -1435 for more information.

FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb
site for list of places to visit and things to do

j Rip Us Off.
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That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed spring! Cozy
home, quiet location, excellent price. Don't
pass up this opportunity. Call now! 8713674. Leave a message.
Female needed ASAP to share a new

•rffc «4b «*&
*V *V *"V

"Hay, aren't you that Ralphie dude
I use to picfc on in high school?"
■

■

■

SPRING BREAK 2001

Jamaica. Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas.
Now Hiring Campus Reps. Earn 2 Free Trips.
Free Meats... Book by Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE Info
pack or visit on-iine sunsplashtours.com

1 -800-426-771 O
**& #••• #*fc mSk

^v ^v ^r ^v *w

WWW.MRBIUV.COM

SOV, WEAR OeODORANT FOR

NEED FEMALE roommate for spring
semester. Nice 3 bd/2bth located two miles
from campus in nice neighborhood. Please
call Jessica at 489-8147.
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± guaranteed, certified, honest to goodness! written and.drawn fry

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28th is National
"Make a Difference Day", a national day of
service sponsored by USA TODAY.

RANDOM ACTS of Kindness Week is
November 6th through 13th.
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LET CAMPUS APATHY CEASE!
VOTE FOR PRESIDENT AND VP @
Georgia Southern University's official
Electoral College www.stp.gasou.edu
The George-Anne- covering campus like a
swarm of gnats!
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42
48
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51
52
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I JUST want to thank Toad for being my best
friend. I couldn't ask for more -M

62
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20 Announcements
CLOTHES DRIVE: Hosted By Sociological
Society . Donations will proceed Domestic
Violence Shelter and Homeless of
Statesboro. Call 681-4.189 for details.
Thanks.
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*- STUDENTS BEWARE

i

1 HIC

30

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for
legitimate products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card number, other
personal information, or money in advance
of the delivery of a product or service.
Students are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true, it probably
is.
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Eagles will demilitarize Bulldogs

By Doug Kidd

Senior Sports Writer

After Georgia Southern's
emotional 34-28 victory last
week against fifth-ranked Appalachian State, the Eagles now
find themselves in the driver's
seat for the conference title with
only Furman posing as a serious
threat to the Eagle's fourth consecutive year with a piece of the
title.
But before the next big showdown against Furman on November 4,h, the Eagles must face
off with teams in the lower half
of the conference— The Citadel
and East Tennessee State.
This Saturday's game takes
GSU to Charleston to play the
Citadel, a team that sits at 2-5
overall (1-3 in SoCon play) after losing to Furman 33-7 last
week despite taking a 7-3 lead
into halftime. The Citadel, one
of the Southern Conference's
two military institution's, has
traditionally given GSU trouble.
Two years ago at JohnsonHagood Stadium in Charleston,
GSU had to battle from 17 points
down in the middle of the third
quarter before downing the Bulldogs 51-34. Last year in
Statesboro, the Bulldogs surprised a strong GSU team, taking the eventual national champions into the locker room with
a 10-10 tie. More than that, the
Citadel held Adrian Peterson to
11 yards on five carries in that
first half, before Peterson and
the rest of the Eagle offense
picked things up for a 34-17 win.
Peterson was held to a seasonlow in that contest with 108 yards
on 26 carries.
This season GSU travels to
Charleston as the nation's topranked team at 6-1 (5-0 SoCon)
and appear to have hit their stride
offensively. After a slow start,

quarterback J.R. Revere has
shown the talent that was flashed
last season in mop-up duty. Revere, second in the SoCon in
touchdown passes with nine, has
tossed for 702 yards on 38-of-75
passing, more than 18 yards per
completion. The junior from
LaGrange has also ran for 528
yards and six touchdowns and is
making better reads for GSU's
triple-option.
The man Revere makes the
reads for is junior fullback
Adrian Peterson and, he too, is

EAGLES

6-1 OVERALL

5-0 SOCON
BULLDOGS

2-5 OVERALL

1-3SOCON
on top of his game after a bit a
rough start. Peterson now stands
at third in I-AA in rushing with
1,149 yards and 12 touchdowns.
Peterson, yet to break the 200yard barrier after surpassing that
mark 11 times in his first two
seasons, has been consistent, averaging 164 yards per game.
Conversely, the Citadel has
played poorly on offense in 2000
behind two quarterbacks, sophomore Joe Call and Scooter
Johnson. Call, the starter coming into the season, struggled,
completing only 50% of his
passes for 328 yards with no
touchdowns and six interceptions. Pulled after an embar-

rassing 61-14 loss to Appalachian State in week five, Call
saw the red-shirt freshman
Johnson win the Citadel's next
game against South Carolina
State. But since then, Johnson
has also had trouble losing the
last two starts against East Tennessee State and Furman.
Johnson, the likely starter
against GSU, has completed 14of-26 passes for 170 yards with
no touchdowns and three interceptions while rushing for 272
yards and three scores. Fullback Maurice Murphy is the focal point of the Bulldog offense,
carrying the ball a team-high
110 times for 563 yards and six
touchdowns. The junior had a
good game against the Eagles
last season, gaining 57 yards on
just 12 carries.
Although not much has gone
right for the Bulldogs this season, the defense boasts some bigtime players in linebackers
Travis Stephens and Denny
Hay wood, the SoCon's leading
tacklers. Stephens leads the conference with 89 tackles this season with three sacks while teammate Haywood has posted 77
tackles and two sacks. Defensive back Kevin Howard leads
the Citadel secondary with 58
tackles.
Defensively, for GSU defensive lineman Freddy Pesquiera
leads the squad with 43 tackles,
seven for losses while linebacker
Jason Neese is second with 40
tackles. Defensive back Lavar
Rainey leads the secondary with
37 tackles and four interceptions
while Ryan Hadden has posted
34 tackles from his safety position. Junior Jamar Jones has
had a good season thus far, making 33 tackles, seven for losses,
from his outside linebacker position.

CQ0Q00000QI

Brightens futures.

Some Gifts Just
Do More Than Others.
Think about it Most gifts are pretty unimaginative. A toaster makes toast. A blender just blends. And
there are some gifts that no one knows what they're supposed to do.
But give Savings Bonds, and you'll be giving the gift of future possibilities—from a down payment
on a car to help with college tuition, with eight denominations to choose from, there's a size for every
occasion. You can select the popular Series EE Bond or the inflation-protected I Bond. They're
available through most banks, where you work, or automatically through the new Savings Bonds
EasySaver"" Plan at www.easysaver.gov.
Call 1-800-4US BOND for recorded
Creating a

New Century

* Savings

VSAVINGS
IdBONDS

For complete information about US. Savings Bonds,
visit our Web site at www.savinfjsbonds.gov.
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a 2pm start, GSU will honor its
four seniors-forward Tony Brown
(Chattanooga, Tenn./Baylor), deThe Georgia Southern
fender David Fisk (Clemson, SC/
Eagles kicked off the first game
Univ. of Tampa), midfielder Terry
of their final home stand this
McDaniel (Fayettville, Ga/Univ.
Wednesday at Eagle Field. The
of Rhode Island), and midfielder
men's soccer team played a SouthAlan Pate (Marietta, Ga/Lassiter)
ern Conference match against
with a pre-game ceremony.
Furman. The Paladins are ranked
Brown and Fisk were
16th in the NCAA Nanamed co-captain prior to
tional Media Poll and 21st
the start of the 2000 seain the NSC AA Rankings.
son.
The Eagles faced a harsh
To date, Brown has
challenge when they preplayed in 70 matches for
pared to give it their best
GSU and has started in
shot at a highly skilled
57. He has recorded 13
team. Furman is #1 in
career goals and 17 asSoCon games so far.
sists for 43 points. This
Georgia Southern rushed
season he ranks second
to catch up as Furman
on the team with nine
swept them away with a
points stemming from
final score of 3-0.
three goals and three as"It was a well played
game between two good
sists.
Fisk's senior season
teams," said Coach
has been somewhat
Kevin Chambers. Chambers' 1999 team was the
shaken by injury. Nonetheless the 1997 transfer
third best point scorer in
from University of
the Southern Conference, averaging 1.94
Tampa has picked up a
points per game. The
pair of goals, including a
game-winner against
Eagles now attain an avLiberty
September 8, in
erage of 7.57 saves per a
Hans Knoepfel
game. They are ahead of PREPARATION: The men's soccer team try 10 matches played this
The Citadel who cur- to put the 3-0 loss behind them as they season. Fisk has five
rently are in second prepare for their Saturday Senior Day game goals, six assists, and 16
place.
against UNC Asheville at 2pm. The seniors points in his career at
Defender, Craig Val- who will be honored at the pre-game ceremoy GSU.
Pate has enjoyed a
entine from Lassiter, are Tony Brown, David Fisk, Terry McDaniel,
successful 2000 season
made several attempts to and Alan Pate.
score in the first period.
having recorded two
Valentine played good defense keeper Garret Lazenby was goals and one assist to date. Even
and kept the ball near Furman's knocked down after saving a pow- more impressive is that both
goal. GSU had the first corner erful kick from Furman. He had a goals proved to be game-winkick in the game. Jeff Russell and total of 6 saves in the game.
ners, the first coming in GSU's
Furman is now 13-1-1 overall season-opening win against
Jon Dunning made nice passes
back and forth to stall Furman and 4-1 in conference action, Centenary (Sept. 1) and the secfrom scoring their first point. Mar- while GSU is 4-9-2 on the season ond in the 3- 1 win over Virtin Cunningham took a nice shot and 2-4-1 in the SoCon. Follow- ginia Tech (Sept. 10.) Pate will
off a goal kick and reversed the ing today's battle, the Eagles will enter this weekend's match with
ball across the field back into have two remaining home six career goals and six career
Eagle territory. Georgia South- matches starting this Saturday's assists for 18 points.
ern kept the game alive in the first non-conference match vs. UNCA 1998 transfer from the
period while Furman seemed to Asheville and then another South- University of Rhode Island,
lose intensity.
ern Conference game vs. The McDaniel has played in 27
The second half started off with Citadel on Monday, Oct. 23.
games for GSU and has started
Eagle's soccer head coach 13. He began his stint with the
save made by Patrick Tanner,
from Furman, but was soon put Kevin Chambers has announced Eagles as a defender but has
back into GSU's hands when Ben that Senior Day will take place enjoyed success at both the
Freakley took the ball upfield for this Saturday against UNC midfield and forward positions
a shot at the goal, but the kick was Asheville rather than next Mon- since then. The 2000 season
a little wide. Furman scored two day when the Eagles will play marks only the second for
goals within two minutes with their final home match of the sea- McDaniel, as he sat out the '99
campaign. To date, he has four
29:44 minutes left on the clock. son.
Prior to the match against UNC points off our assists, all comElliot Ulmer recovered quickly
after colliding with the Paladins' Asheville, which is scheduled for ing in the '98 season.
Staff Writer
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Men's soccer fall to Furman, plan for Senior Day

By Natalie Duke

foward, Sergei Raad. Both teams
seemed to get a little uptight in
the second frame and were quick
to block each others attempts.
Midfielder, Jeff Russell led the
game with 5 shots for the Eagles.
Russell got robbed of the ball
several times by Furman's defender Kenneth Penn. The goal

"Subway Series" first since 1956
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people together."
Not everyone agreed with that
When New York plays New
York, the hometown can't lose. rosy assessment.
"There's a lot of trash talking
For at least the next week, this
brash, baseball-loving city is right going on," said Cruz, who lives in
where it knows it belongs-at the Queens and says he wears a different piece of Yankee clothing evcenter of attention.
"If s fantastic," said Yankee fan ery day. "I've got nothing but Mets
Emma Lampert, 29, strolling fans on my block."
While some Yankee supportthrough the literal crossroads of
the upcoming Yankees-Mets ers yawned over securing their
World Series, the subway station fourth World Series berth in five
under Grand Central Terminal, years, Mets fans were savoring the
where the No. 7 train from Shea sweetness of their perennial unStadium in Queens meets the No. derdogs' first pennant since 1986.
"The Mets are going to take it,"
4 to Yankee Stadium in the Bronx.
Cosmo Baltazar, 20, of Brooklyn,
"The city's going to be a blast."
As the Yankees prepared to face predicted confidently. "I feel it.
the Mets in the first Subway Series Trust me."
Even a few Bronx fans gave the
since 1956, fans of both teams
promised that their guys would advantage to the Amazins', who
show the others, once and for all, pounded their way past the St.
who really owns the title "world Louis Cardinals in the National
League championship playoffs.
champions."
"It's time for the Mets to win,"
"Finally, we're gonna see what
it comes down to, who's the better said a Yankee fan who gave his
team," said Will Cruz, 24, shame- name only as K.C. "It's their due,
lessly sporting a Yankees jacket it's their turn."
Even the least sporting New
on the Mets' express. "This is the
Yorkers will have trouble ignorreal deal."
Fans throughout the city were ing the romance of the first allreveling in the rivalry. "All New York World Series since
Aboard!" the New York Post, the Yankee Don Larsen made baseDaily News and Newsday cheered , ball history by pitching the only
postseason perfect game ever,
in unison.
"It generates good vibes among against the Brooklyn Dodgers, 44
people," said David Brewster, 49, years ago. For a while in the 1940s
a computer operator who lives and '50s, a New York-New York
within sight of Shea Stadium but series seemed like a yearly ritual,
roots for the Yankees. Normally, rotating among the Dodgers'
he said, life in New York "is all Ebbets Field, the Giants' Polo
about hustle and bustle and push- Grounds and Yankee Stadium.
"When I grew up in the city, we
ing and shoving." With a Subway
Series on the way, though, "People used to have this all the time," said
are kind of hyped and they want to the Yankees' uberfan, Mayor
talk about it. ... It kind of brings Rudolph Giuliani. "We thought

Subway Series were the only kind
of series you could have."
It's been a long time since 1956,
though, and fans are ready for the
reprise. Giuliani said a Subway
Series rally was planned for Friday in Bryant Park, and added that
he hoped to throw a parade for
both teams once it's all over. Some
New Yorkers were getting ready
to listen to the ka-ching of the cash
register along with the roar of the
crowd. City Comptroller Alan
Hevesi said the Queens-Bronx
match-up could pump as much as
$234 million into the city's
economy if it stretches to seven
games. He predicted the city could
expect to take in about $15 million
in extra tax revenue. K.C., a street
vendor, expects a business bonanza
from the series. He said he plans to sell
hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts and even
players' statuettes at all the games.
"If s good for the city, it's good
for me," he said with a grin.
And tickets? Don't even ask.
Box seats are officially priced at
$160 apiece, but they're already
going for as much as $ 1,000 on the
Internet, with Game 1 not until
Saturday. The best-of-sevengames World Series is sure to be
an emotional roller-coaster ride
for fans on both sides.
"It's going to be a good battle,"
said Lampert. "Neither team is going to give up."
Kyla Collins, 19, of White
Plains, N.Y., is pulling for the Yankees, but, displaying the generous
spirit New Yorkers are known for,
she said she doesn't really mind
how it turns out.
"Aslongasthere'saparadeinNew
York it's going to be OK" she said.
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